
                                        ARTS AND GRAPHICS 2010 
 
                            PROJECT #1 ELEMENTS AND PRINCIPLES 
 
Students have explored the basic Art Elements and Principles of design through class 
discussion, video on elements and principles and exploring various methods that artists 
incorporate these elements and principles in their work.  Students have had an 
opportunity to review class posters that clearly communicate how these elements and 
principles function in a work of art. Students were given one element and one principle to 
focus in on. Students should create a design that clearly illustrates an understanding of 
how they can and do function together. This is not an easy task and will require a serious 
effort to complete with quality in about one week. Students that feel most comfortable on 
a computer may select to complete their design on the computer thus integrating 
technology into this subject area. Students may also work next to a friend on a computer 
and they can assist each other through the course of this task. On Monday and Tuesday 
we will have a class review of the work completed and we will grade the projects using 
the attached rubric.  
 Students will know their assigned grade and understand why they scored as they did. 
Any students that wish for a higher grade then was assigned should see Mr. Diveny to 
discuss the matter prior to the next class. 
 
                           ELEMENTS AND PRINCIPLES RUBRIC 

1) On time with quality= 10-8-6-points______________ 
2) Design stretches from top to bottom=5 points_________________ 
3) Design stretches side to side=5 points_______________________ 
4) Students incorporate overlapping of elements to create space and depth=5 

points____________________ 
5) Project clearly attempts to use the element assigned in an effective manner=15-

12-10 points or possibly less depending on the quality =__________________ 
6) Project clearly demonstrates the understanding of how the principle selected can 

be used as a design feature is clear =15-12-10 points or less depending on the 
quality=_________________ 

7) Student’s assess their satisfaction with their work based on the finished product, 
their skill level, and if they achieved their goals for the project=10-8-6… 
points=__________ 

8) Teacher’s satisfaction based on observations of how hard the students worked on 
the task during the classroom sessions. 10-8-6-… points_______________ 

9) Students will receive a maximum grade of 25 points or less based on the critique 
process and evaluation of the final products. Students are expected to demonstrate 
maturity and respect towards their classmates until all projects are assessed.  
Students that participate properly will receive the maximum score and the reverse 
is true for those that choose to participate very little. _____________________. 
 
 
 Total score for PROJECT #1 =______________________ 


